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Incorrect usages of an Application Programming Interface (API), or API *misuses*, are violations of (implicit) *usage constraints* of the API. An example of a usage constraint is having to check that `hasNext()` returns *true* before calling `next()` on an `Iterator`, in order to avoid a `NoSuchElementException` at runtime. API misuse is a prevalent cause of software bugs, crashes, and vulnerabilities [Na16, Am16].

To mitigate API misuse, researchers have proposed several *API-misuse detectors* [WZ11, MM13, Ng15]. These detectors analyze *API usages*, i.e., code snippets that use a given API. The detectors commonly mine *usage patterns*, i.e., equivalent API usages that occur frequently, and then report deviations from these patterns as potential misuses. Unfortunately, the reported precision of such detectors is typically low and a recent study [Am18] showed that their recall is also very low. Thus, we need better detectors to address the still-prevalent problem of API misuse [Le16, Ac16].

Previous work identified individual as well as common strengths and weaknesses of existing detectors [Am18] in an empirical study using the open-source benchmark *MuBench* [MU17]. In this paper, we investigate whether addressing the reported weaknesses indeed leads to better performance in practice. Therefore, we design a new misuse detector, *MuDetect*. *MuDetect* encodes API usages as API-Usage Graphs (AUGs), a comprehensive usage representation that captures different types of API misuses. *MuDetect* employs a greedy, frequent-subgraph-mining algorithm to mine patterns and a specialized graph-matching strategy to identify pattern violations. Both components consider code semantics to improve the overall detection capabilities. On top, *MuDetect* uses an empirically optimized ranking strategy to effectively rank true positives. While previous detectors mostly target a per-project setting [Am18], *MuDetect* also works in a cross-project setting, where it mines thousands of usage examples from third-party projects.

We assess the precision and recall of *MuDetect* and show that it outperforms the four state-of-the-art detectors evaluated in prior work [Am18]. In our evaluation, we extended *MuBench*
by 107 real-world misuses identified in a recent study on run-time verification [Le16]—more than doubling its size—to ensure that our design decisions generalize. We show that, in a setting with perfect training data, MuDetect achieves a recall of 72.5%, which is 20.3% higher than the next best detector and over 50% higher than the other detectors. In the typical per-project setting, MuDetect achieves recall of 20.9%, which is 10.2% better than the second-best detector, and precision of 21.9%, which is 13.1% better than the second-best detector. In a cross-project setting, MuDetect’s recall and precision again improve significantly to 42.2% and 33.0%, respectively. Throughout the experiments, MuDetect identified 27 previously unknown misuses, which we reported in eight pull requests (PRs). To date, three of the PRs got accepted, demonstrating that MuDetect identifies actual issues in current software projects.

We publish our MuBench extension, MuDetect’s implementation, and all experiment data, tooling, and results [Ar19].
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